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the agricultural beginnings of the Old Dominion and the
Middle and New England Colonies is a subject from which,
as far as I know, the world does not get all the thrills it
might . . . especially the part of the world that desires to
see a return to the age of reason. The way the colonial
problem of those days was attacked shows us the ne plus
ultra of how not to do things. The Stewarts incessantly
devised measures that should be good for the bodies and
souls of the unfortunate incapables who at last effected a
lodgement on those difficult shores. But it was postulated
that those measures must get the Stewarts rich faster than
could be done by diamond mines.
The first mania for getting rich quick by finding gold or
robbing those that had found it had, by the early sixteen
hundreds, grown entirely demoded. Raleigh was executed
quite as much for being old-fashioned as for intriguing
against James I. Before his last expedition for the discovery
and plunder of the gold-mines of El Dorado the courtiers
were already sneering at him as an old dotard who still
credited the fairy-tales of the Elizabethans. No one at the
Court any more believed in Golcondas or even that the
wives of native chiefs like Granganimeo walked in a plate
armour of gold that could be snatched from their necks and
bosoms or cooked in golden frying-pans. No more money for
nothing!
The new territory must nevertheless be fabulous—but
fabulous for the crops it was to produce. The unfortunate
colonists were to make the adventurers who sent them out
rich beyond Golconda dreams by producing silk, spices,
dyes, wines. ... So dream after dream had to fade at
home whilst the wretched colonists endured fantastic hard-
ships. They could have drowned themselves in their sour
wines that, without skill, they made by their masters' orders
before they could once fill their bellies with bread of their

